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Neural processes that direct an animal’s actions toward environmental goals are critical elements for under-
standing behavior. The hypothalamus is closely associated with motivated behaviors required for survival
and reproduction. Intense feeding, drinking, aggressive, and sexual behaviors can be produced by a simple
neuronal stimulus applied to discrete hypothalamic regions. What can these ‘‘evoked behaviors’’ teach us
about the neural processes that determine behavioral intent and intensity? Small populations of neurons
sufficient to evoke a complex motivated behavior may be used as entry points to identify circuits that ener-
gize and direct behavior to specific goals. Here, I review recent applications of molecular genetic, optoge-
netic, and pharmacogenetic approaches that overcome previous limitations for analyzing anatomically
complex hypothalamic circuits and their interactions with the rest of the brain. These new tools have the
potential to bridge the gaps between neurobiological and psychological thinking about the mechanisms of
complex motivated behavior.
Man can do what he wills, but he cannot will what he

wills. —Arthur Schopenhauer, On the Freedom of the

Will [paraphrase].

This statement reflects the view that actions can be con-

sciously controlled but the needs and desires that give intent

and intensity to behavior are imposed by unconscious pro-

cesses. Most fundamental are the desires associated with basic

behaviors required for survival and reproduction, such as

hunger, thirst, and sex (Freud, 2001; Hull, 1943; LeDoux, 2012;

Maslow, 1943). Specific actions involved in any one of these

behaviors can be quite variable, both within and between

species, but they are readily recognized as a means to a clearly

defined end. For example, in hunger or thirst, the common

element of these purposive behaviors is the capability of an

animal to identify its need and to efficiently take steps to provide

for it (Tolman, 1932). Because survival needs are essential for

every organism, the corresponding behaviors and underlying

neural processes are also under direct selective pressure. There-

fore, neural circuits that mediate essential behaviors are ex-

pected to be, at least in part, under developmental control with

some dedicated circuit components (Pfaff, 1999; Swanson,

2000; Thompson and Swanson, 2003). As such, genetically

specified, interoceptive sensory neuron populations responsive

to signals of physiological need are natural entry points that

enable reproducible identification of these circuits and applica-

tion of genetically encoded tools for manipulation of their func-

tion (Figure 1A).

The hypothalamus is an ancient and conserved forebrain area

(ventral diencephalon) (Tessmar-Raible et al., 2007; Venkatesh

et al., 1997) that senses internal state and coordinates key

physiological and behavioral responses for maintaining homeo-

static balance (Simerly, 1994). This brain region contains diverse

molecularly defined cell types (Lein et al., 2007; Markakis, 2002),

which alter their electrical activity in response to physiological
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cues associated with survival needs. Remarkably, electrical

and chemical manipulations in discrete hypothalamic areas

that include need-sensing neurons produce complex, goal-

directed behavioral motivations that are elicited de novo toward

counteracting survival needs, even in fully replete animals (Fig-

ure 1B). Similarly, social behaviors such as mating and aggres-

sion, which are strongly influenced by hormonal state, can be

evoked from hypothalamic regions containing interoceptive neu-

rons responsive to peripherally produced sex steroid hormones.

These are some of the most dramatic behavioral responses in

neuroscience, and their wide-ranging implications for the rela-

tion of brain activity to behavior have been the subject of a large

body of experimental investigation (not to mention inspiration for

science fiction).

How can ‘‘evoked behaviors,’’ resulting from electrical activity

manipulation of specific cell types, be used to access neural

circuits underlying motivated behaviors associated with critical

survival needs? This question is examined here primarily in the

context of separate circuits controlling hunger and aggression

behaviors with a narrow focus on recent advances using acute,

cell type-specific manipulation of neuronal function. Methodo-

logical issues for analyzing molecularly defined circuits are

emphasized, such as molecular genetics and new genetically

encoded activity modulators, which have dramatically expanded

the capability to probe the causal relationship of cell types and

circuits to behavior. Moreover, the possibility is considered

that these circuits permit investigation of motivational pro-

cesses, ideally by identifying key interoceptive neurons as

sensory channels into purposive behaviors.
Survival Needs Are Entry Points to Motivational
Processes
Survival needs are primary motives that impose ground

rules for behavior (Maslow, 1943; Tolman, 1932). Conditions of
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Figure 1. Physiological Needs Influence Behavior through Discrete
Hypothalamic Circuits
(A) Circulating and neural signals of physiological needs are sensed by inter-
oceptive cell types, which influence action selection to achieve goals that
alleviate the needs.
(B) Discrete hypothalamic regions contain interoceptors for a variety of
substances and also have been shown to evoke behavior with localized
electrical or chemical perturbations. E, estrogen; T, testosterone; Agt, angio-
tensin; Osmol, osmolarity; Temp, temperature; ARC, arcuate nucleus; VMH,
ventromedial hypothalamus; LH, lateral hypothalamus; PVH, paraventricular
hypothalamus; SFO, subfornical organ; OVLT, organosum vaculosum of
lamina terminalis; MPOA, medial preoptic area.
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physiological deficit set priorities in an animal’s environment

and direct its actions toward goals that will counteract the

need—for example, a starved animal will tenaciously search for

food. Although motivated behaviors are not exclusively associ-

ated with conditions of severe need, such primary motives are

a starting point for understanding motivational processes and

the underlying neural circuits. However, many survival needs

develop with slowly varying deprivation or hormonal states that

broadly affect brain and body (Cabanac, 1985; Schwartz et al.,

2000; Steiner et al., 1981). Analysis of the associated neural

circuits is complicated by the wide range of physiological pro-

cesses engaged in these states, which simultaneously modulate

an indeterminate number of complementary and partially redun-

dant interoceptive circuits.

Isolating neural processes that influence behavioral direction

and intensity is aided by rapid and selective control over a

specific need-sensing system sufficient to control a motivated

behavioral response. Different hypothalamic regions sense

circulating hormones and metabolites important for hunger (Bel-

gardt et al., 2009), thirst (Johnson and Thunhorst, 1997), and

sexual behavior (Davidson, 1966). Some of these brain regions,

when stimulated electrically or pharmacologically, rapidly induce

in sated animals the corresponding behavioral responses
associated with obtaining needs such as drinking (Grossman,

1960), eating (Stanley et al., 1993), and thermoregulation (Bou-

lant and Dean, 1986), as well as basic social responses such

as sexual activity (Davidson, 1966), aggression (Kruk et al.,

1983), and fear/defensive (Canteras, 2002) behaviors (Figure 1B).

Identification and manipulation of the underlying interoceptive

neurons to produce ‘‘virtual’’ need states simplifies neural circuit

analysis of these complex behaviors. These key interoceptive

neurons provide well-defined entry points that enable the use

of modern neuroscience techniques to step node-by-node and

reveal the downstream circuits that elicit complex motivated

behavioral responses.

Despite the anticipated advantages of using evoked behaviors

for neural circuit analysis, the complex behaviors induced by

brain activation and silencing remain mysterious processes. A

brief consideration of the history of this approach is important

to understand the challenges that have become apparent over

the many decades in which this experimental paradigm has

been used. Perhaps the most prominent examples are classic

experiments involving electrical stimulation of the lateral hypo-

thalamus, which, in rats, led to feeding (Delgado and Anand,

1953), drinking (Greer, 1955; Mogenson and Stevenson, 1967),

predatory attack (Woodworth, 1971), gnawing (Miller, 1957; Va-

lenstein et al., 1968), or sexual behaviors (Vaughan and Fisher,

1962). The magnitude of these behavioral responses was often

modest upon initial exposure to brain stimulation but increased

with successive stimulation sessions (Wise, 1969, 1974). The

diversity of behavioral responses has been attributed to inter-

mingled circuits controlling discrete behaviors (Coons et al.,

1965; Wise et al., 1970) because electrical stimulation activates

multiple neuronal cell types and axon projections passing

through a region. However, these experiments have also been

interpreted to show that electrical stimulation of the lateral hypo-

thalamus intrinsically lacks behavioral specificity (Valenstein

et al., 1968). Rats that showed lateral hypothalamus-mediated

‘‘stimulation-bound’’ feeding, drinking, or gnawing behaviors

could be switched to one of the other behaviors by simply

removing access to the initially preferred goal object (Valenstein

et al., 1968). Behaviors evoked by electrical stimulation of the

lateral hypothalamus were proposed to result from elevation of

incentive salience attribution (Berridge and Valenstein, 1991).

In this model, animals aroused by brain stimulation were said

to reveal prepotent behaviors, which became progressively

stamped in, such that their performance during electrical stimu-

lation increased dramatically (in part due to activation of the

medial forebrain bundle that passes through the lateral hypothal-

amus) (Berridge and Valenstein, 1991). It is important to note,

though, that conversely to this view, pharmacological neuron

manipulation in the hypothalamus and other regions has been re-

ported to lead to more specific feeding and drinking behavioral

responses (Grossman, 1960; Stratford et al., 1998). While addi-

tional investigation of the behavioral influence of the lateral hypo-

thalamus is clearly warranted, important lessons from extensive

past work are: (1) the potential for stimulation in some brain

regions to nonspecifically increase complex behaviors that

may not always involve processes associated with genesis of

the natural behavioral response, (2) the resultant appeal of

starting circuit analysis with need-sensing neurons that are
Neuron 77, March 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 811
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necessary and sufficient for a counter-regulatory behavioral

response, and (3) the requirement for techniques to selectively

manipulate interoceptive neuronal cell types and their down-

stream circuits.

Molecularly Defined Neural Circuit Analysis
In the hypothalamus, as in other brain regions, intermingled

cell populations have different, sometimes opposite functions.

To gain discrete access to these populations, cell types can

be defined by specific patterns of gene expression, such

as ion channels, neuromodulators, and transcription factors.

Consequently, approaches for investigating brain function are

becoming increasingly granular, with gene expression markers

for molecularly defined cell types distinguishing intermingled

circuit nodes (Atasoy et al., 2008; Brown and Hestrin, 2009; Car-

din et al., 2009; Kravitz et al., 2010; Lein et al., 2004, 2007; Luo

et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2009). The promoter elements from

marker genes are repurposed to drive expression of transgenes

for neuron actuators. Most notably, this involves Cre recombi-

nase, which can be used to selectively switch on gene expres-

sion for Cre-dependent viral vectors (Atasoy et al., 2008; Betley

and Sternson, 2011; Kuhlman and Huang, 2008; Saunders et al.,

2012; Tsai et al., 2009) or actuator mouse lines (Madisen et al.,

2010, 2012) that produce fluorescent proteins and synaptic

tracers as well as optogenetic and pharmacogenetic tools for

activating and silencing neurons (Fenno et al., 2011; Luo et al.,

2008; Shapiro et al., 2012). These genetically encoded tools

are driving rapid advances for understanding the causal relation-

ships of activity in neuronal cell types to circuit function and

animal behavior.

Although a large body of work has shown exquisite patterns of

axonal projections between brain regions (Chamberlin et al.,

1998; Swanson, 2000; Thompson andSwanson, 2003), mapping

the axon connectivity between molecularly defined cell types is

in early stages. Fluorescent protein expression from Cre-depen-

dent viral vectors (Atasoy et al., 2008; Kuhlman andHuang, 2008)

permits cell type-specific hypothalamic projections to be map-

ped (Atasoy et al., 2008; Gautron et al., 2010; Leshan et al.,

2009; Louis et al., 2010). Synaptic connectivity between hypo-

thalamic cell types has been probed by genetic techniques

such as cell type-specific expression and anterograde transfer

of wheat germ agglutinin or barley lectin for identifying cells

downstream of molecularly defined leptin receptor-expressing

neurons (Louis et al., 2010) and tetanus toxin subunit expression

to provide a map of afferent inputs to orexin/hypocretin neurons

(Sakurai et al., 2005). In addition, viral tools for anterograde (Ya-

magata and Sanes, 2012; Beier et al., 2011; Lo and Anderson,

2011) and retrograde (DeFalco et al., 2001; Wickersham et al.,

2007) labeling of connected cell types are also gaining wide-

spread usage for comprehensively mapping upstream and

downstream circuits from molecularly defined cell types (Wa-

tabe-Uchida et al., 2012; Yoon et al., 2005). Yet another method,

called GRASP, identifies connections between cell types by

reconstitution of split-GFP across synaptic junctions (Feinberg

et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2012; Yamagata and Sanes, 2012).

These anatomical approaches reveal wiring diagrams, but

they lack key information about signs and strengths of the

connections. Channelrhodopsin-assisted circuit mapping lever-
812 Neuron 77, March 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
ages the efficient distribution of channelrhodopsin-2 into axonal

processes, which allows the local and long-range connectivity

between two molecularly defined cell types to be examined

using synaptic physiology (Petreanu et al., 2007). In this method,

a photoexcitable presynaptic neuron population (or even the cut

axons from a cell type) is activated during electrophysiological

recording from a potential postsynaptic cell type, often identified

by cell type-specific expression of a fluorescent marker protein.

The presence of a short-latency synaptic response demon-

strates connectivity between the populations. Channelrho-

dopsin-assisted circuit mapping experiments measure the

connection probability between cell types, their functional syn-

aptic properties, and the influence of the connection on the

activity of postsynaptic cell types. Overall, the complementation

of axon projection anatomy with functional synaptic connectivity

analysis provides a rigorous framework for investigating path-

ways within the hypothalamus (Figure 2A) (Atasoy et al., 2008,

2012; Kong et al., 2012; Schöne et al., 2012) and other brain

regions (Arenkiel et al., 2007; Callaway and Katz, 1993; English

et al., 2012; Frick et al., 2008; Haubensak et al., 2010; Luo

et al., 2008; Mao et al., 2011; Shepherd and Svoboda, 2005;

Stuber et al., 2011; Tye et al., 2011).

Ex vivo functional circuit mapping experiments provide a

bridge to in vivo experiments that test the behavioral influence

of connections between individual circuit nodes (Figure 2B).

The capacity to evoke a complex behavior by manipulating

activity in a molecularly defined cell type offers the opportunity

to use a powerful repertoire of circuit mapping and perturba-

tion techniques for examining the role of downstream circuit

elements in mediating that behavioral response. Axonal projec-

tion fields from specific cell types can be locally activated or

silenced in discrete target brain regions while monitoring the

behavioral response (Figure 2C) (Atasoy et al., 2012; Stuber

et al., 2011; Tye et al., 2011). Activating axon projections has

caveats, such as the back propagation of action potentials that

can excite collateral axon projections to other brain regions

(Figure 2C). Behavioral responses that result from local axonal

activation should be followed up by a corresponding manipula-

tion of the postsynaptic targets to test the sufficiency and the

necessity of the circuit interaction for the behavioral response,

for example, by local pharmacological blockade of the released

neurotransmitter in the target region under investigation (Fig-

ure 2D). For connections between two molecularly defined cell

types, pharmacological blockade may be nonspecific for a par-

ticular cell type. In this case, postsynaptic activation or silencing

(depending on the sign of the mapped synaptic interaction) can

be used to demonstrate sufficiency of the downstream cell type

to recapitulate the response associated with the presynaptic cell

type (Figure 2B). To test the necessity of a molecularly defined

circuit interaction, the presynaptic neuron can be manipulated

simultaneously with the postsynaptic neuron while monitoring

behavior: for an excitatory neuron sufficient to evoke the

behavior, this means simultaneously silencing a postsynaptic

partner; for an inhibitory neuron, the postsynaptic population

would be simultaneously activated (Figure 2D). This approach

is analogous to epistasis analysis (Avery and Wasserman,

1992), which has been used in cell biology to establish the func-

tional significance of large scale protein-protein interaction
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networks (Collins et al., 2007). Overall, the framework of rapidly

evoked behaviors mediated by manipulation of a single neuron

population facilitates reverse-engineering circuit manipulations

in neural systems that are regulated by slowly varying physiolog-

ical parameters. Due to new tools for manipulating neuron

function, coupled with availability of mouse lines with cell type-

selective Cre recombinase expression in interoceptive neurons

as well as their upsteam and downstream circuit nodes, neural

circuits in the hypothalamus are increasingly accessible for

analysis in the context of their interesting behavioral and physio-

logical roles.

Circuits for Feeding Behavior
In animals, nutrient intake is essential for life and requires food

seeking and consumption behaviors. These are mediated by

the neural processes that underlie Walter Cannon’s ‘‘wisdom

of the body’’ and Curt Richter’s ‘‘behavior regulators,’’ through

which homeostatic processes influence both physiology and

behavior (Cannon, 1939; Richter, 1943). In light of the necessity

of feeding behavior, it is expected that such circuits are, in part,

under developmental control with some ‘‘hard-wired’’ compo-

nents that can be reproducibly identified in the brain.

A network of hormone- and nutrient-sensing neurons in the

brain monitors energetic state (Gao and Horvath, 2007). These

interoceptive sensory neurons modulate their electrical activity

in response to fluctuations in the levels of hormones, metabo-

lites, and neural signals of organismal nutrition. Nutrient- (Burda-

kov et al., 2005; Oomura et al., 1964, 1975; Wang et al., 2006)

and hormone- (Cowley et al., 2001, 2003a, 2003b) sensing prop-

erties have been measured in recordings of neuron electrical

activity. However, the direct contribution of specific energy-

sensing neurons to the onset of behaviors associated with

energy deficit have been obscured by (1) the slow timescale

(hours to days) over which energy deficits unfold, (2) the diverse

range of cellular and physiological processes affected by energy

deficit across brain and body, and (3) the presence of multiple,

partially redundant circuits throughout the brain that contain

energy sensors. Together, these issues have severely limited

analysis of the causal relationships between the components

of deprivation-sensitive sensory systems, the downstream neu-

ral circuit processes, and their behavioral consequences.

Evidence of causality in multistep processes, such as circuit

operations, requires localized perturbation within a system,

and such evidence is strengthened by the contiguity of the resul-

tant response. For exteroceptive sensory systems that respond

rapidly to stimuli, neural and behavioral responses can be reli-

ably correlated, and causal relationships can be defined with

controlled perturbations to these systems. For example, retinal

ganglion cells are well-defined, exclusive entry points into

circuits for visual processing of distinct information channels
blocking inhibition regionally with reagents that are not cell type-specific to the
identified postsynaptic neuron. Thus, all neurons in the region, regardless of
connectivity, are released from inhibition. Right: cell type-specific occlusion of
synaptic inhibition by simultaneously activating presynaptic neurons (or their
axons) and a molecularly defined postsynaptic neuron population. Because
the presynaptic neuron also projects to other populations, this is a test for the
behavioral necessity of this specific circuit connection while all other targets
are receiving evoked synaptic input. Figure modified from Atasoy et al. (2012).
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separately influencing perception, movement, and circadian

rhythms (Hattar et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2008, 2010). In contrast,

circuits that respond to slowly varying parameters such as ener-

getic state lack the temporal acuity and precisely circumscribed

origin of action for probing the impact of natural stimuli on behav-

ioral responses. A molecularly defined nutrient-sensing neuron

population that is remotely controllable by an experimenter

and is sufficient to rapidly influence food seeking and consump-

tion behavior permits dissection of the processes underlying

initiation and maintenance of hunger using approaches analo-

gous to exteroceptive sensory systems such as vision. Indeed,

such a neuron potentially constitutes a sensory neuron entry

point into motivational circuits.

Starvation-Sensitive AGRP Neurons

In the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus (ARC), the gene agouti-

related protein (Agrp) defines an interoceptive neuron with prop-

erties that are suitable for investigating hunger processes. AGRP

neurons are activated both directly and synaptically by circu-

lating cues of energetic deficit, such as the gut-derived hormone

ghrelin (Cowley et al., 2003b; van den Top et al., 2004; Yang

et al., 2011), and they are inhibited by signals of energy surfeit

such as glucose (Fioramonti et al., 2007), insulin (Könner et al.,

2007), and the fat-derived hormone leptin (van den Top et al.,

2004). These neurons release the neuromodulators AGRP and

neuropeptide Y (NPY), which increase feeding when injected

into the brain (Clark et al., 1984; Levine and Morley, 1984; Oll-

mann et al., 1997; Stanley and Leibowitz, 1984). Optogenetic

(Aponte et al., 2011) and pharmacogenetic (Krashes et al.,

2011) induction of electrical activity in AGRP neurons is sufficient

to rapidly evoke voracious feeding behavior, even at times when

mice normally do not eat (Figures 3A–3C). The influence of AGRP

neuron activity on behavior also leads to a dramatic increase in

the motivation to work for food (Atasoy et al., 2012; Krashes

et al., 2011). In contrast, acute genetic ablation of AGRP neurons

in adult mice resulted in pronounced aphagia and starvation

(Figures 3D and 3E), even when palatable liquid food was placed

in the animal’s mouth (Luquet et al., 2005;Wu et al., 2008a). Sup-

pressing electrical activity in AGRP neurons also reduced

feeding (Krashes et al., 2011). Together, these experiments indi-
814 Neuron 77, March 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
cate a key role for just a few hundred

interoceptive AGRP neurons as sufficient

and, in part, necessary for orchestrating
the motivational and consummatory processes underlying feed-

ing behavior.

AGRP neuron manipulation experiments highlight the value

of acute perturbations for probing the relationships of neuron

function to behavior. AGRP neuron ablation was performed by

injecting diphtheria toxin (DT) into adult mice engineered to cell

type-selectively express the diphtheria toxin receptor (AgrpDTR

mice), which resulted in loss of feeding behavior over 6 days (Lu-

quet et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2008b). In contrast, slow or chronic

approaches for AGRP neuron loss-of-function failed to strongly

affect feeding behavior, including genetic knockout of the

orexigenic neuromodulators and neurotransmitters released by

AGRP neurons (such as NPY, AGRP, and GABA) (Erickson

et al., 1996; Qian et al., 2002; Tong et al., 2008), slow-onset adult

AGRP neuron degeneration (Xu et al., 2005), or even rapid AGRP

neuron ablation in neonates (Luquet et al., 2005). Results from

these different experimental tactics illustrate the importance of

investigating neural circuits with acute manipulations and high-

light the pitfalls of using long-term disruption of function due to

the onset of compensatory mechanisms.

Acute gain-of-function methods enabled the systematic ex-

amination of the psychophysical relationship of electrical activity

to the magnitude, dynamics, and selectivity of AGRP neuron-

evoked feeding. For AGRP neuron activation, the magnitude

of evoked feeding was nearly as great as for mice that had

been food deprived for 24 hr, even on the very first exposure

to AGRP neuron stimulation (Figure 3C) (Aponte et al., 2011;

Krashes et al., 2011). A subsequent photostimulation trial

showed similar response magnitude (Aponte et al., 2011). This

is in contrast to feeding evoked by electrical stimulation of the

lateral hypothalamus, which gradually increased consumption

from a modest response to voracious eating with successive

exposure to stimulation (Wise, 1969, 1974). In addition, AGRP

neuron-evoked feeding was always selective for food in the

presence of water (Aponte et al., 2011), unlike the observa-

tions with lateral hypothalamic electrical stimulation (Valenstein

et al., 1968). Moreover, AGRP neuron activation experiments

showed that the magnitude of food consumption was sensitive

to both the number of photoexcitable neurons and the
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photostimulation frequency (Aponte et al., 2011). Interestingly,

intermediate levels of either of these parameters led to lower

magnitude of the behavioral responses (Aponte et al., 2011).

Thus, cell type-specific AGRP neuron activation behaves as

a ‘‘gas pedal’’ for feeding, meaning that the magnitude of the

behavioral response is sensitive to the level of AGRP neuron acti-

vation. The capacity to cell type-specifically probe a continuum

of neuron activity/behavior relationships is a broadly useful

advance that is offered by the availability of new tools for

precisely manipulating neuron function.

The sufficiency of AGRP neurons to rapidly recapitulate

a hunger state, the necessity of AGRP neurons to maintain

feeding behavior, as well as their well-established need-sensing

capabilities highlights the attractiveness for these neurons as an

entry point to downstream neural circuits influencing the motiva-

tion to seek and consume food. Axon projections of AGRP

neurons provide a partial blueprint for this circuitry, which can

be used to identify brain regions involved in the physiological

and motivational processes coordinating feeding behavior.

Two substantially different approaches have been pursued to

understand the neural circuits that underlie the effects of

AGRP neuron ablation and activation. These studies are re-

viewed in detail because they provide an indication of types of

approaches that can be used to further investigate these and

other molecularly defined hypothalamic circuits that regulate

complex behaviors.

Anorexia Circuits

Use of acute AGRP neuron ablation allowed circuits mediating

the resulting aphagia to be delineated by a functional circuit

mapping approach coupled with identification of neuronal per-

turbations that could rescue feeding (Figure 4). Shortly after

the loss of inhibitory AGRP neurons, inspection of eight brain

regions that are normally innervated by AGRP axons showed

elevated expression of Fos, a histochemical marker of neuronal
activation (Wu et al., 2008b, 2009b). Food intake could be

rescued by brain infusion of the benzodiazepine bretazenil,

a GABA potentiator, and this treatment most strongly sup-

pressed Fos expression in the lateral septum and the para-

brachial nucleus (PBN). Chronic intracranial administration of

bretazenil, targeted to both regions, showed that infusion into

the PBN, but not the septum (or several other regions), was suffi-

cient to rescue feeding (Wu et al., 2009b), presumably by com-

pensating for the loss of AGRP neuron axons projecting from

the hypothalamus to the PBN.

The PBN is a hindbrain relay nucleus that receives visceral and

taste information from the periphery. A hindbrain circuit that

regulates PBN activity and sensitivity to acute AGRP neuron

ablation was revealed by using a series of genetic manipulations

involving viral delivery of Cre recombinase to hindbrain nuclei in

AgrpDTRmice engineered with a series of floxed genes (Wu et al.,

2012). Recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) was used for

targeted delivery of Cre recombinase to excise floxed Grin1 (an

NMDA receptor subunit) in the PBN, which prevented starvation

in mice after the loss of inhibitory input after AGRP neuron abla-

tion. This manipulation disables NMDA receptor signaling and

probably reduces PBN neuron excitability in response to gluta-

matergic synaptic input. Ascending excitatory glutamatergic

inputs to the PBN largely originate in the nucleus of the solitary

tract (NTS) (Herbert et al., 1990; Jhamandas and Harris, 1992;

Tokita et al., 2009), the primary entry point of visceral information

to the brain. Deletion of the vesicular glutamate transporter-2

gene (Slc17a6) in the NTS by rAAV-Cre, which disables gluta-

mate loading into synaptic vesicles and reduces the ability of

NTS neurons to excite PBN neurons, also rescued eating in

mice with AGRP neuron ablation (Wu et al., 2012).

Because mice with AGRP neuron ablation do not even

consume food when it is placed in their mouth (Wu et al.,

2008a), the loss of AGRP neurons was proposed to result in
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‘‘visceral malaise’’ or severe nausea (Wu et al., 2009b). Based on

this hypothesis, after AGRP neuron ablation, mice were treated

with the antiemetic ondansetron, which also rescued feeding

behavior when delivered to the fourth cerebral ventricle in the

hindbrain (Wu et al., 2012). Ondansetron is a serotonin 3 receptor

antagonist, and the NTS is innervated with serotonin-containing

axons (Thor and Helke, 1987). Serotonin is not produced in the

NTS, and to determine the origin of the serotonergic innervation

of the NTS, a canine adenoviral (CAV-2) vector was used based

on its property that it is taken up by axon projections and trans-

ported back to the soma (Peltékian et al., 2002). CAV-2 express-

ing Cre recombinase was targeted to the NTS of mice engi-

neered with floxed Tph2, an enzyme necessary for serotonin

biosynthesis. These mice showed loss of serotonergic innerva-

tion in the NTS and loss of Tph2 in two of three major regions

that contain serotonin neurons: raphe magnus and raphe obscu-

rus (but not the dorsal raphe nucleus). Importantly, AGRP neuron

ablation in these mice did not lead to aphagia, indicating that

serotonergic projections from these regions to the NTS

contribute to activating the NTS and consequently increasing

excitatory drive in the PBN, which leads to aphagia when the

balancing inhibitory drive from AGRP neurons is lost after neuron

ablation (Wu et al., 2012).

This analysis of aphagia after AGRP neuron ablation used an

elegant combination of pharmacological and viral tools to map

a hindbrain circuit regulated by inhibitory AGRP projections

(Figure 4). The acute onset of AGRP neuron ablation was essen-

tial for a functional circuit mapping approach that tested epistatic

interactions between brain regions. The behavioral readout was

simply survival, which facilitated the large number of viral and

pharmacological manipulations in multiple brain regions (Fig-

ure 4A). The picture that emerges is a requirement for descend-

ing AGRP neuron projections to restrain circuits that, when

overactivated, can lead to ‘‘visceral malaise’’ or extreme nausea.

Based on the capacity for compensation (Luquet et al., 2005; Wu

et al., 2009b), AGRP neurons are not strictly necessary for

feeding behavior, but under normal circumstances the activity

of these neurons is required for feeding in mice. This suggests

that themalaise circuit plays a role in restraining eating, a process

that is under control of hormone- and nutrient-sensitive AGRP

neurons. Moreover, it has also been shown that the PBN can

have bidirectional influence over feeding behavior: potentiating

GABA signaling in the PBN with benzodiazepines (Higgs and

Cooper, 1996) or suppression of PBN excitatory efferents by

local ablation of Slc17a6 (Wu et al., 2012) both increase feeding

even when AGRP neurons are left intact. However, the timescale

of these experiments does not address whether this circuit

projection is responsible for the rapid upregulation of feeding

behavior associated with cell type-selective AGRP neuron acti-

vation. For this, gain-of-function circuit mapping techniques

were required.

Hunger Circuits

For complex food seeking and consumption behaviors, the

capacity to rapidly activate feeding can be used as a simple

readout for brain perturbations at successive circuit nodes.

This approach was applied in a study (Atasoy et al., 2012) that

focused on three brain areas that receive AGRP neuron axonal

inputs and have been reported to influence feeding behavior:
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Proopiomelanocortin (Pomc)-expressing neurons in the ARC,

PBN neurons in the hindbrain, and paraventricular hypothalamus

(PVH) neurons. To address which of these brain regions and cell

types contributed to the rapidly evoked feeding from AGRP

neuron activation, Atasoy et al. (2012) used optogenetic tech-

niques to determine the connectivity and synaptic properties

downstream of AGRP neurons. The behavioral consequences

of these mapped synaptic connections were then established

by perturbing electrical activity in presynaptic AGRP neurons

and a variety of postsynaptic cell types (Figure 5).

AGRP neurons are intermingled in the ARC with POMC

neurons, a population that suppresses food intake via melano-

cortin receptor activation (Aponte et al., 2011; Fan et al., 1997;

Huszar et al., 1997). In light of functional opposition between

these neurons, their interaction has been implicated as a critical

control point for feeding behavior (Cowley et al., 2001; Tong

et al., 2008). Using channelrhodopsin-assisted circuit mapping,

ARCAGRP/ARCPOMC connections were mapped, revealing

that all POMC neurons examined received AGRP neuron syn-

aptic input and that connections were strongly inhibitory due to

GABA release (Atasoy et al., 2012). These direct circuit mapping

observations were consistent with prior work showing that abla-

tion of AGRP neurons or deletion of the vesicular GABA trans-

porter gene in AGRP neurons both lead to dramatic reduction

of spontaneous GABA-mediated inhibitory synaptic currents in

POMC neurons (Tong et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2008a). However,

multiple lines of evidence indicate that the ARCAGRP/ARCPOMC

circuit does not mediate acute AGRP neuron-evoked feeding

behavior. Manipulation of AGRP neuron function under constitu-

tive melanocortin receptor blockade did not suppress the

evoked feeding response during AGRP neuron photostimulation

(Aponte et al., 2011) or rescue aphagia after AGRP neuron abla-

tion (Wu et al., 2008a). This indicated that melanocortin receptor

inhibition was not a necessary component of acute AGRP

neuron-evoked feeding. In addition, POMC neuron inhibition

was found to be insufficient to acutely evoke feeding behavior,

but longer-term (24 hr) silencing did increase feeding (Atasoy

et al., 2012). Furthermore, ARCAGRP/ARCPOMC circuit inhibition

was not necessary for evoked eating, based on simultaneous

optogenetic coactivation of POMC neurons with AGRP neurons

(cf. Figure 2D), which did not suppress feeding (Atasoy et al.,

2012). These studies indicate that POMCneurons and their regu-

lation by AGRP neurons are relevant for longer-term regulation of

energy homeostasis and feeding, and it is AGRP axon projec-

tions outside of the ARC that are responsible for acutely evoked

feeding.

The functional contributions of long-range axon projections

from AGRP neurons were examined by cell type-specific axon

photostimulation in two downstream circuit nodes previously

shown to regulate feeding behavior, the PVH and the PBN

(cf. Figure 2C). The results showed a dissociation of the behav-

ioral response between the two regions, where photostimulation

of AGRP axons projecting to the PVH but not the PBN of the

same animals led to evoked feeding similar to somatic AGRP

neuron activation in the ARC (Atasoy et al., 2012). What does

this mean in light of observations that benzodiazepines in the

PBN rescue feeding after AGRP neuron ablation, while PVH

delivery of benzodiazepines does not (Wu et al., 2009b)? It likely
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reflects very different processes involved in the role of AGRP

neurons to suppress nausea circuits and their role in activating

hunger circuits. This is supported by observations that, in

animals with AGRP neurons intact, benzodiazepines in the

PBN preferentially increase intake of liquid and palatable foods

but not the standard rodent chow pellets (De Oliveira et al.,

2011) that were used in AGRP neuron activation experiments

(Aponte et al., 2011). In addition, the PVH sends projections to

the PBN (Tokita et al., 2009), but manipulations that suppress

PVH electrical activity in AGRP neuron-ablated mice (such as

benzodiazepine delivery) may not be able to overcome PBN

activation resulting from loss of AGRP neuron inhibitory input.

Moreover, the antiemetic ondansetron rescues feeding in

AGRP neuron-ablated mice, but it does not induce voracious

eating when AGRP neurons are intact. Taken together, it does

not appear that evoked feeding from AGRP neuron activation

is simply the opposite of the process that leads to aphagia after

AGRP neuron ablation.

Additional analysis of the ARCAGRP/PVH projection using

optogenetic circuit mapping (cf. Figure 2A) established func-

tional synaptic connectivity and revealed an unexpected prop-

erty of AGRP neuron synaptic connections, which was a

prolonged asynchronous release component (Atasoy et al.,

2012). This property led to strong GABA-mediated inhibition

that persisted over hundreds of milliseconds, a timescale usually

associated with neuromodulation but, in AGRP neurons, medi-

ated by fast synaptic neurotransmission. In behaving animals,

pharmacological blockade of GABAA-R or NPY1R during

ARCAGRP/PVH axon stimulation (cf. Figure 2D) strongly atten-

uated evoked eating, demonstrating that GABA and NPY sig-

naling are necessary for AGRP neuron-evoked feeding (Atasoy

et al., 2012). The sufficiency of the inhibitory ARCAGRP/PVH

circuit operation to evoke eating was tested with direct, cell
type-specific pharmacogenetic inhibition of PVH neurons, using

the Sim1-Cre transgenic mouse line (cf. Figure 2B). Sim1 gene

expression marks many PVH neurons (Michaud et al., 1998),

which can be selectively transduced with a targeted viral injec-

tion in the area around the PVH. PVHSIM1 neuron silencing

with two different pharmacogenetic methods recapitulated the

behavioral effects of activating the presynaptic inhibitory AGRP

neuron population (Atasoy et al., 2012). Similar to this, whole-

brain SIM1 neuron ablation using diphtheria toxin led to long-

term overeating (Xi et al., 2012). Moreover, just as activation of

AGRP neurons increased the motivation to work for food pellets,

motivation for food was increased to a similar level by SIM1

neuron silencing in the PVH, a brain region not previously asso-

ciated with upregulating instrumental responses (Atasoy et al.,

2012). Together, these experiments demonstrate that the behav-

ioral consequences of molecularly defined circuits can be reca-

pitulated in a node downstream to a need-sensing cell type,

raising the possibility of following the neural representation of

energetic needs and their motivational consequences across

multiple circuit nodes in the brain.

Synaptic circuit mapping techniques can also be used to

identify new connections between molecularly defined neurons.

Using channelrhodopsin-assisted circuit mapping, oxytocin

(OXT) neurons within the PVH were shown to be targeted

by AGRP neuron axons (cf. Figure 2A) (Atasoy et al., 2012).

The behavioral significance of this interaction between two

molecularly defined neuron populations was probed with cell

type-specific occlusion of the inhibitory circuit connection.

Coactivation of AGRP neuron axons and PVHOXT neurons (cf.

Figure 2D) suppressed AGRP neuron-evoked feeding (Atasoy

et al., 2012), and this epistatic interaction is consistent with

an important role for AGRP neuron-mediated suppression of

PVHOXT neurons in feeding. OXT neurons are thought to regulate
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feeding through projections to the hindbrain where oxytocin

signaling enhances hindbrain responses to circulating satiety

signals (Blevins et al., 2003), and genetic disruption of synaptic

release from OXT neurons (Zhang et al., 2011) or ablation of

OXT receptor-expressing hindbrain neurons both lead to over-

eating (Baskin et al., 2010). Because PVHOXT neurons are selec-

tively lost in Prader-Willi Syndrome (PWS) (Swaab et al., 1995)

and also SIM1 haploinsufficiency (Kublaoui et al., 2006, 2008;

Traurig et al., 2009), which are genetic conditions associated

with insatiable appetite, the inhibitory interaction of AGRP neu-

rons with PVHOXT neurons may be a useful model for these

overeating behaviors.

These experiments also illustrate the selective interactions

that are revealed through cell type-specific deconstruction of

neural circuits. For example, although optogenetic PVHOXT neu-

ron activation in mice completely suppressed AGRP neuron-

evoked eating, PVHOXT activation did not significantly reduce

food consumption after a 24 hr fast (Atasoy et al., 2012). Thus,

while PVHOXT neuron suppressionmay be important for the feed-

ing behavior induced by selectively activating the ARCAGRP/

PVH circuit, this is just a fragment of the circuitry involved in

food deprivation-induced feeding. In food deprivation, other

projections of AGRP neurons are activated along with com-

plementary pathways that signal hunger in addition to AGRP

neurons. Consistent with this, pharmacological blockade of

ARCAGRP/PVH projections while stimulating AGRP neuron

somata (and presumably all of the additional projections of

AGRP neurons) was found to result in a significant increase in

feeding, suggesting that the PVH is not the sole region respon-

sible for AGRP neuron-evoked feeding (Atasoy et al., 2012).

Together, recent studies indicate that AGRP neurons can have

distinct functions mediated by specific circuit connections.

AGRP neurons can acutely evoke feeding, in part, by inhibiting

the PVH, but not the PBN or POMC neurons in the ARC.

POMC neurons appear to regulate longer-term feeding re-

sponses, and AGRP neuron projections targeting the PBN

restrain visceral malaise that results from AGRP neuron ablation

and consequent unopposed excitation from a serotonin-modu-

lated hindbrain circuit. Thus, multiple mechanisms involved in

hunger are dissociated into distinct behavioral modules by

anatomically separate AGRP neuron axonal projections. These

findings would not have been accessible without rapid, cell

type-specific manipulation of AGRP neuron function, permitting

circuit nodes with the most influence over feeding behavior to be

identified for further analysis. These experiments provide a circuit

framework that extends acrossmolecular, synaptic, cellular, and

behavioral functions and prioritizes circuit nodes for other

methods of analysis, such as in vivo electrophysiology and

imaging, guided by the blueprint from this sensory neuron entry

point to hunger-related motivational processes.

Circuits for Aggressive and Sexual Behaviors
Aggression and sex are critical social behaviors associated with

protecting territory and propagating the species, respectively.

These behaviors appear to be linked because male mice tend

to engage in aggressive interactions with male intruder mice,

but this is suppressed for interactions with females, and sexual

behavior is seen instead. Genetic disruption of pheromone
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signaling and physical ablation of neurons in the pheromone-

sensing vomeronasal organ both lead to aberrant sexual and

aggression behavior in which mice fail to show male-male

aggression and engage in sexual behaviors toward both males

and females (Kimchi et al., 2007; Stowers et al., 2002). Tracing

studies have shown that pheromone and olfactory receptor

neurons participate in a polysynaptic circuit with hypothalamic

subregions (Boehm et al., 2005; Kevetter and Winans, 1981a,

1981b; Yoon et al., 2005). These hypothalamic areas contain

discrete interoceptive neuron populations that sense circulating

hormone levels, such as estrogen and testosterone, which

strongly influence both sexual and aggressive behaviors (David-

son, 1966; Juntti et al., 2010; Musatov et al., 2006; Ogawa et al.,

2000). A variety of studies involving brain lesion, electrical stim-

ulation, or intracranial hormone injection point to the hypothal-

amus as necessary and sufficient for aggressive and sexual

behaviors (Davidson, 1966; Edwards and Burge, 1971; Kruk

et al., 1983; Pfaff and Sakuma, 1979). How hypothalamic subre-

gions and their component neuronal cell types orchestrate these

complex social behaviors remains poorly understood, and this

question is well suited to investigation with new tools for cell

type-specific neuron perturbations.

In the hypothalamus, aggressive and sexual behaviors have

been recently examined using a combination of correlative elec-

trical activity measurements and genetically encoded tools for

manipulating neuron activity (Lin et al., 2011). This study did

not start with a specific population of interoceptive sensory

neurons but instead looked broadly to identify brain regions

selectively activated during male aggressive attack behaviors.

Compartment analysis of temporal activity by fluorescent

in situ hybridization (catFISH) was used to determine the nuclear

versus cytoplasmic localization of Fos transcript after mice

received two successive exposures to sexual and/or fighting

episodes (Lin et al., 2011). Based on the relationship between

increased neuronal electrical activity and Fos expression as

well as the temporal dynamics of Fos mRNA export from the

nuclear compartment, this technique distinguishes between

neurons that were activated during either behavioral episode.

In a subset of brain regions, successive exposure to fighting-

then-mating or mating-then-fighting led primarily to different

neuronal subpopulations being activated as a result of these

distinct behavioral episodes.

The ventolateral portion of the ventromedial hypothalamic

nucleus (VMHvl) showed a high distribution of neurons express-

ing Fos after fighting that was also significantly greater than

those neurons expressing Fos after mating. Subsequent in vivo

electrophysiological recordings within the VMHvl (Figures 6A

and 6B) revealed that 41% of VMHvl cells were significantly acti-

vated during a social encounter with a male intruder mouse (Lin

et al., 2011), indicating a role in male-male interactions. The

number of activated cells progressively increased as the behav-

ioral sequence evolved across intruder introduction, investiga-

tion, and then attack. In contrast, exposure to a female mouse

led predominantly to a reduction of activity in the VMHvl as

exploratory social behavior gave way to sexual behaviors (Lin

et al., 2011). This included the male-excited neurons, of which

78% showed reduction of activity in the presence of a female

mouse. Thus, VMHvl contains neurons sensitive to aggressive
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Figure 6. An Aggression Locus in the Ventrolateral Subdivision of
the Ventromedial Hypothalamus
(A) In vivo electophysiological recordings in mice show electrical activity from
neurons in the VMHvl during male-male social interactions (Lin et al., 2011).
High levels of activity are observed during attack behaviors.
(B) Summary of mean firing rate changes across different social interactions
between male and female mice (Lin et al., 2011).
(C) Configuration of optogenetic experiments for VMHvl photostimulation (Lin
et al., 2011).
(D) Ethogram showing VMHvl photostimulation-evoked attack behavior (Lin
et al., 2011).
(E) Schematic of functional interactions between antagonistic circuits that
mediate fighting and mating. Circuits to support the proposed inhibitory
interactions have not been identified. Inhibitory interactionsmay be at the level
of inputs to circuits mediating fighting and mating or may result from antag-
onism between these circuits.
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behaviors that are suppressed by interactions with a female,

especially sexual behavior.

To test the causal relationship of VMHvl electrical activity and

attack behaviors, increased electrical activity could be externally

imposed by ChR2-mediated photostimulation of VMHvl, which

was sufficient to evoke attack behaviors (Figures 6C and 6D)

by male mice on other males and also under conditions in which

attack normally would not occur such as toward females and

even an inflated glove (Lin et al., 2011). Attack-related motor

responses were not apparent if mice were photostimulated in

the absence of an intruder and were rarely observed with

motionless targets (inflated glove or anesthetized mouse), indi-

cating an important influence of visual (motion) contextual cues

on the evoked behavior. Based on post hoc analysis of ChR2-

expression, this aggression locus appeared to be in the VMHvl,

and ChR2 expression in the adjacent lateral hypothalamus and

dorsomedial VMH did not induce attack behaviors. The VMHvl
is a portion of a ‘‘hypothalamic attack area’’ that was mapped

previously using electrical stimulation in the rat (Kruk et al.,

1983; Lammers et al., 1988) and the cat (Hess, 1957). In the

mouse, though, electrical stimulation, including in the VMHvl,

did not evoke attack responses but instead induced locomotion

or no clear behavior (Lin et al., 2011). The contrasting results

using electrical and optogenetic stimulation illustrates the impor-

tance of stimulation methods with clearly delineated origin of

action such as ChR2 and other genetically encoded neuronal

activators, which are amenable to post hoc anatomical localiza-

tion, as opposed to electrical stimulation, which can spread

indeterminate distances and can also activate axons of passage

from other brain regions.

There is also a relationship between ChR2-evoked male

aggressive behavior and sexual behavior. Evoked aggression

toward a female was suppressed during intromission and could

be reinitiated after ejaculation (Lin et al., 2011). This is consistent

with the natural activity pattern in VMHvl that shows a reduction

of firing during intromission, but in this case the effect of photac-

tivation of the VMHvl is also suppressed. While this might be

attributable to a reduction in the excitability of ChR2-expressing

neurons mediated by mating circuits (Figure 6E), it may also

reflect modulation of activity downstream in the local or long-

range circuitry. This inhibitory gating function is a fascinating

feature uncovered by the combined use of in vivo electrophysi-

ology and gain-of-function optogenetic behavioral manipulation.

Elevated VMHvl neuron activity also appears to be necessary

for male-male aggression. Pharmacogenetic inhibition of VMHvl

neurons showed a dramatic reduction in the duration of attack

events. This effect was selective for aggression over sexual

behavior as evidenced by the observation that mount duration

and latency were not significantly affected by VMHvl silencing.

This is further consistent with electrophysiological data showing

that VMHvl activity is reduced during sexual behavior and high-

lights the necessity of VMHvl activity for attack behavior (Lin

et al., 2011). Suppression of natural aggressive behavior by

silencing the area associated with evoked behavior supports

the conclusion that VMHvl circuitry is important for generating

attack behavior.

Intermingled, antagonistic circuits for aggressive and sexual

behaviors (Figure 6E) are evident based on the catFISH tech-

nique, in vivo electrophysiology, and optogenetic manipulations

(Lin et al., 2011). A future challenge will be to gain discrete

access to the component cell populations, so that circuit interac-

tions in the VMHvl as well as in upstream and downstream

targets can be investigated. Identification of sex- and aggres-

sion-specific hypothalamic cell types may be guided by circuit-

tracing studies from exteroceptive pheromone and olfactory

sensory systems, which play a key role for controlling these

social interactions. Cellular entry points may also be derived

from interoceptive neurons sensing sex steroid hormones (e.g.,

by hormone receptor expression) or neuron populations defined

by gender-specific differences in gene expression that are seen

in the VMHvl and influence aggression and sexual behaviors

(Juntti et al., 2010; Kayasuga et al., 2007; Musatov et al., 2006;

Ogawa et al., 2000; Wersinger et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2009a;

Xu et al., 2012). Application of cell type-specific tools to these

and other cell types is a next step for establishing the distinct
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functional properties of separate populations and then mapping

their neural circuits to understand the upstream and downstream

circuits controlling these complex behaviors.

Conclusions and Future Directions
Because hypothalamic circuits exert a profound influence on

animal behavior, they are an entry point to basic processes

that regulate behavioral intent and intensity. The first steps

toward understanding these neural circuits and behaviors have

been taken by gathering a parts list of neural components, the

connections between cell types, and the means to manipulate

groups of neurons independently with rapid temporal control.

The emergence of new cell type-specific tools coupled with

the rapid increase in Cre-driver mouse lines (Gong et al., 2007;

Taniguchi et al., 2011) has unlocked the hypothalamus for in-

depth neural circuit analysis. Leveraging the capacity of hypo-

thalamic circuits to rapidly evoke motivated behaviors will

become an increasingly powerful approach to evaluate the rela-

tive functional contribution of individual circuit components.

A key question is how well do evoked behaviors inform us

about the normal physiologic and behavioral role of the circuits

under investigation? Evoked behavior and loss-of-behavior

experiments contribute to our understanding by testing causal

relationships between cell types or circuits and complex behav-

ioral responses. The ability to externally control circuit elements

is essential to reverse-engineer neural circuits controlling funda-

mental motivational processes. In this approach, the circuit is

evaluated with respect to the necessity and sufficiency of molec-

ularly defined circuit functions, typically with full gain-of-function

and loss-of-function perturbations. The main limitation of this

approach, which is also encountered in most other types of

perturbation experiments, is that the endogenous activity levels

in these circuits are often not known or cannot be recapitulated

exactly with experimental operations. Neuron manipulation

studies aim to test the capabilities of a system but may not

precisely reflect specific activity patterns that are found in these

circuits. Therefore, questions about the specificity of evoked

behaviors must be addressed, for example, by using perturba-

tions to suppress the natural behavior in sites shown to elicit

the evoked behavior. Nevertheless, the advantage of new tools

is that a range of activity levels can be imposed on the system

to examine the relationship of different activity patterns in various

numbers of neurons on a behavioral response. The end result is

information about the relative capacity of circuits to influence

behavior. Such circuit analysis approaches serve the purpose

of prioritizing new circuits for their relative influence on behavior

and for subsequent analysis using electrophysiology and

imaging. The extension of cell type-specific imaging techniques

or electrophysiological recording techniques to hypothalamic

circuits deep in the brain within awake, behaving animals are

challenging but also sorely needed to extend nonperturbative

monitoring of cell types and circuits identified with perturbation

approaches (Ghosh et al., 2011; Lima et al., 2009).

The most interesting questions about the role of hypothalamic

circuits in behavior still remain to be addressed. How can

a simple and arbitrary stimulus, which is applied to a small

neuron population, direct behavioral intent and concurrently

elevate behavioral intensity to levels associated with extreme
820 Neuron 77, March 6, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
need? These issues should be investigated by manipulation of

circuit nodes and their projections under experimental condi-

tions designed to probe their influence on motivational compo-

nents of the behavioral response. The capability for AGRP

neuron activity to induce food-seeking behaviors that involve

trained actions such as nose poking or lever pressing is sugges-

tive of amotivational process, but the influence of AGRP neurons

on underlying processes such as reinforcement is not under-

stood. Whether reinforcement mechanisms operate for VMHvl-

evoked attack behavior is even less clear (Anderson, 2012).

However, the access to distinct but intermingled circuits through

molecularly defined cell types is the first step toward uncovering

principles throughwhich these complex behaviors aremediated.

More generally, the relationship of survival needs to the higher-

order motivations more commonly associated with the modern

human experience will be far more tractable once a basic

substrate is established on which progenitor-motivated behav-

iors are based. The implications of how our basic needs capture

our ‘‘will’’ and thereby influence our behavior can impact our

understanding of why we do what we do at levels spanning

molecular mechanisms to psychological concepts.
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